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The Project
• A web-based tool created to schedule volunteers for an event
• Created for use by the Odyssey of the Mind competition
• Organizers can easily create jobs, time slots, and manually schedule volunteers
• Scheduler algorithm schedules volunteers to jobs automatically

Figure 1: A generated schedule with some slots full, partially full, and mostly empty
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The Tools
• JavaScript with MongoDB, Express, Angular JS, and Node.js (MEAN)
• Grunt build system, Bootstrap, Yeoman AngularJS-Fullstack Generator
• GitHub and Git for version control, Atom and WebStorm for writing code
• Protractor, Karma, and Jasmine for end-to-end and unit testing
• Pair programming and agile software development practices
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Project Statistics
• Four main iterations over a period of eight weeks
• Worked in teams of four through seven
• Over 15,000 lines of code and more than 250 commits

Figure 2: The list of volunteers with schedule viewing, emailing and sorting abilities
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My Contributions
• Generated initial project, planned the layout and nature of time slots and jobs
• Designed and programmed the master schedule view
• Developed editing abilities and design of the volunteer detail page
• Implemented the ability to assign locations to jobs and volunteers to certain locations
• Helped implement the scheduling algorithm to schedule volunteers to the organizerdefined time slots while checking for conflicts
• Wrote initial end-to-end testing of the website along with a guide on how to add more
end-to-end testing
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Implementations

Figure 3: Adding multiple time slots to a job and defining volunteers needed

Figure 4: Adding volunteers to locations in a certain time slot
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Figure 5: The layout and editing abilities for volunteer details with list of assigned jobs

Figure 6: Code for the scheduling algorithm written via pair programming
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